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A trolley handle cover

All supermarket consumers and potentially it
will create less work for supermarket employees
The spread of Covid-19 from
people touching the trolleys
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The problem
The problem is that trolleys are fomites, this means that bacteria is passed on from human to object to
human. Millions of people touch trolleys each day which means that there is a real potential for the wide
spread of infection. Currently supermarkets are providing customers with hand sanitizer and wet wipes to
clean their hands and wipe down the trolleys. This means that millions of wipes are being used all around
the world on a daily basis just to clean trolleys. Although bins are provided, they are often out of sight from
the employees and by the end of the day they are overflowing with wipes all over the ground. Customers
have to sanitize their hands before entering this takes up a lot of time and space that the workers do not
have. Some supermarkets have been spraying the trolleys with disinfectant but this generally just happens
in the morning before the shopping day begins.

How big is the problem
The problem is that too many people are gathering in the foyer at the same time. Incoming customers are
trying to sanitize their trolleys and taking up space in front of the doorway blocking outgoing customers.
This means that social distancing is difficult to maintain. This in turn is a very big problem as we are trying
to eradicate the spread of covid-19. it is also creating a lot of waste with he amount of wet wipes going
into the landfill.

Who does this affect and why it matters
This affects the people that go shopping and the workers who have to touch the trolleys. The virus can
remain on surfaces for up to 72 hours so if they are not cleaned properly it could potentially lead to a
community spread of Covid 19 which in turn could lead to another level four lockdown.
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During the Covid-19 pandemic, I quizzed
my family (all essential workers working
n supermarkets and the hospital) about
changes in their workplace and how it
was effecting the way they work. The
topic of supermarket trolleys came up
and as we talked about people's
shopping habits I began to wonder how
trolleys were being cleaned.

This innovation could be used by
anyone, anywhere in the world
using a trolley

I also emailed out 35 surveys to
friends and family to find out what
changes they made in regards to
hand hygiene when going to the
supermarket

I interviewed a person from three
different supermarkets to find out
what their policies were around
cleaning trolleys

There are similar products on the
internet but from my observations
of standing outside several
supermarkets it seemed like no one
was using such a product

Rust proof and waterproof
magnets are easily sourced.
They are machine washable
and cheap as well as easy to
use for all ages, bearing in
mind dexterity for older people
and adding a little bit of fun for
children so they will be more
inclined to use it.

These included
Zips
Domes
Toggles
magnets

I then researched materials, such as
This product will help prevent
neoprene, foam, calico and the snap bands
people picking up germs from
material
trolleys and passing them onto
others, thus helping prevent the
I then had to think about what I would use
spread of viruses such as
to make the Hands On product to stay on
This lead me to think of a wrap aroundcovid-19
the trolley
trolley handle cover. At first i thought it
would have to be anti bacterial/viral. After
looking at the cost of the different
I choose calico because it can be ethically
materials I thought a washable fabric
farmed making it environmentally friendly. It is
would be the best option.
very cheap and only shrinks on the first wash.
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How this will help against the
problem.
1.

As trolleys are fomites they will pass
on the virus with this innovation it will
stop the spread of bacteria and viruses
such as covid-19. This product will
stop people from touching the trolley
handle, therefore reducing the spread
of viruses.

2.

By using this product, shoppers can
quickly clip it onto their trolley which
means they will not be congregating in
the supermarket foyer for longer than
necessary.

3.

Will reduce the amount of wipes being
used which in turn will be better for
the environment.
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https://www.officemax.co.nz/Art-Supplies/Sewing-Supplies/
Calico-1200mm-x-10-Metres-Unbleached-2639548
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-4654458/Shoppi
ng-trollies-361-times-dirtier-toilet-door-knob.html
https://www.supermagnete.de/eng/magnets-sew-in

Prototypes:

My final idea is a piece of fabric with
magnets in every corner. This is so it can
stay on the trolley hassle free. This stop you
from touching the handle because it has 361
times more germs than a toilet door handle.
This product is also machine washable.

Calico is the most versatile and
environmentally friendly. It also
helps out third world countries.
The cost is $0.25
Magnets are the quickest and
easiest and strongest adhesive to
use The cost for magnets is $1.70

